KID’S QUEST
The Search for the Capitol Column Ruins

In 1935, the Oregon State Capitol burned down. Several of the damaged columns were moved to the museum. Can you find them?

X marks the spot!
Draw an “X” on the map below to show where the ruins are located.
FAMOUS COLUMNS

Can you Identify them?  
Answers Below

1) Parthenon in Athens, Greece (Doric).  
3) Pantheon, Rome, Italy (Corinthian).  All photos from WikiMedia Commons.

COLUMN PARTS

Capital

Fluting

Base
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FACT FINDER

What are our the Capitol Columns made of?

Why do you think they were made that way?

WORD SEARCH

Can you find these words?

Capital  Capitol  Column  Corinthian  Doric  Flute  Ionic  Order  Parthenon

Design your own column here:


COLUMN TYPES

Columns come in different styles called orders. See the three main orders above.

Doric  Ionic  Corinthian

What are our the Capitol Columns made of?

Why do you think they were made that way?